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What is an API?

API stands for Application Programming Interface


Simply put it is a way for external applications to 
tap into the data and functionality of another 

applicatons




HTTP Concepts

- HTTP stands for HyperText Transport Protocol


- Every website you visit uses HTTP to transfer  

data between the server (website) and client 
(browser) 


- HTTP has several standard methods (or verbs) 
that describe actions




HTTP Concepts: Methods

- GET: Used to retrieve data from a resource. 
Example: Viewing a website


- POST: Used to send data to a resource. 
Example: Contact form submission


- HEAD: Used to retrieve info about a resource




HTTP Concepts: Response Codes



API calls the PHP way



PHP Example



Can WordPress do it better/faster/easier?



Introducing the HTTP API

WordPress provides a built-in HTTP API


The HTTP API contains simple functions to help 
you interact with external resources.


The HTTP API determines the best method for 
the remote call.




WordPress Example

$data = wp_remote_get( ‘TheURL’ );



Overview of HTTP API functions



Calling functions

- wp_remote_get( $url, $args );


- wp_remote_post( $url, $args );


- wp_remote_head( $url, $args );


- wp_remote_request( $url, $args );



Calling functions

$args = array(

  ‘method‘      => ‘POST’,

‘timeout‘      => 45,

‘redirection‘  => 5,

‘httpversion’  => ‘1.0’,

‘blocking‘     => true,

`headers‘     => array(),

`body`         => array(),

‘cookies‘      => array()


);



Response Functions

- wp_remote_retrieve_body( $response );


- wp_remote_retrieve_header( $response );


- wp_remote_retrieve_headers( $response );


- wp_remote_retrieve_response_message($rsp);



CONSULT THE CODEX!

- The Codex is your friend


- Always check it before creating something 

new


- Using Core functions guarantees your code 

will always “just work”


- Core code has been looked at by many eyes



Book Recommendation

Professional WordPress Plugin Development



Demo Code: Retrieve list of post from 
ben.lobaugh.net

http://ben.lobaugh.net


πGetting Advanced with Caching



Caching: What is it?

- Caching is a practice whereby commonly used 

objects, or objects requiring significant build 
time, are stored in a fast object store fore 
quick retrieval on later requests.


- Prevents time spent fetching and/or building 

again



Caching: When to use it?

- *Always* cache - except for...


- Do not cache real time data


- Do not cache when an API recommends not to


- Especially cache when retrieving large amounts 
of data and/or doing long computations



Introducing Transients

- Similar in use to the Options API


- Convenient way to store and use cached 

objects


- Will “just work” with caching plugins


- Live for a specified amount of time before 

being updated



Cache an object
- Done with set_transient( $name, $value, 

 $expiration)


- $name - Name of transient to store

- $value - Value of transient


-  $expiration - Number of seconds until 

transient expires and is refreshed



Retrieve a cached object

- Uses get_transient(), simply pass the 

transient name, however usage is more 
complex



Bonus: Basic Authentication

http://lud.icro.us/wordpress-http-api-basicauth

http://lud.icro.us/wordpress-http-api-basicauth


*Obligatory Cat Picture

Questions?


